Family Trail
Sculpture Park

Laura Ford - Days of Judgement
Sculptures. She tries animal human emotions and weaknesses.

Cat 1 is deep in thought. Like if he what would he look like if he was very happy or excited? Draw it here.

Fabulous Beasts
Laora Ford's Days of Judgement (cat I)

Is a sculpture that is made up of lots of animals:

A cat's head, a man's body, duck's feet and a rat's tail. If you could make up a sculpture of different animals, what would it look like? Draw it here.

How many different combinations of animals can you come up with?
If this was a fossil, what creature is it a fossil of?

draw it here.

FABULOUS BEASTS

Peter Randall-Page often draws pods, seeds and fossils before he makes his sculptures.
Draw it here.

What else does Dark at Heart remind you of?

You could make similar sculptures at home using salt dough or plasticine.

What animal do you think might live there?

The top of Dark at Heart looks like a nest.
Atsuo Okamoto made holes in his sculptures that look like air holes. What creatures do you think live inside?

You could make a guide book about your forest and the creatures that live there. What are they called?

Do you think different creatures live inside the different sculptures? How are they collected?
Family Trail

Sculture Park

David Nash makes sculptures from trees. He wants creatures to live in this one so it's a bit like a tree house!

Draw your ideal tree house here.

Fabulous Beasts
Draw your own creatures here

lots of creatures live in Habitat. How many creatures do you think live there?

you can make your own Habitat at home

make a bug hotel for your garden

and see how many mini beasts come to stay. What is your bug hotel called?

make a mini Habitat from plasticine or salt dough.